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The Vermont Pension Investment Commission (“VPIC”) 

combines the assets of the three Vermont Retirement 

Systems for the purpose of cost- and resource-efficiency, 

effectiveness of oversight and management, and 

maintaining the actuarial, accounting, and asset 

allocation integrity of the Retirement Systems. The 

Commission manages the investments with integrity, 

prudence, and skill to meet or exceed the financial 

objectives of the beneficiaries of the participating 

retirement systems.  

VPIC maintains a governance framework that ensures 

that all its fiduciary and legal responsibilities are 

addressed on an ongoing basis. VPIC focuses its time on 

its core responsibilities: asset allocation, risk 

management, governance, actuarial assumptions, 

Environmental Social and Governance (ESG) initiatives, 

and member education. Other VPIC responsibilities are 

largely delegated to investment managers. To assist VPIC 

and staff in oversight of these delegated duties, the VPIC 

has hired a proxy administrator and ESG consultant, 

master custodian, and general investment consultant. 

VPIC has operating policies in place to manage these 

delegated responsibilities with appropriate oversight.  

VPIC GOVERNANCE 

vpic.vermont.gov
https://vpic.vermont.gov/reports/asset-allocation-process
https://vpic.vermont.gov/investment-overview/investment-policies
https://vpic.vermont.gov/actuarial-reports
https://vpic.vermont.gov/environmental-social-and-governance-initiatives/engagement-activity


PLAN AT A GLANCE 

• VPIC combines the assets of the three Vermont 

Retirement Systems: Vermont State Teachers’ 

Retirement System (VSTRS), Vermont State 

Employees’ Retirement System (VSERS), Vermont 

Municipal Employees’ Retirement System 

(VMERS) 

• Nationwide public sector defined benefit plans rely 

on investment returns to fund approximately 61% 

of benefit payments. Given this dependence on 

investment earnings, it is imperative that the VPIC 

design an investment program that is strategically 

aligned with the pension liabilities it is designed to 

fund.  

• The Commission consists of eight voting members, 

a Chair, and four alternates. Each retirement system 

Board of Trustees has representation, along with the 

Governor’s Office, the Treasurer’s Office, the 

School Boards Association, and the Vermont League 

of Cities and Towns.  

 

VPIC manages  

approximately  
 

$6 billion 

https://vpic.vermont.gov/about-us/commissioners


As a fiduciary for the State’s retirement system assets, the 

VPIC recognizes that Environmental, Social, and Governance 

(“ESG”) factors are essential to fully assessing the risks and 

opportunities of an asset, and that they should be integrated 

into the investment decision-making process to promote the 

sustainability of our investments. Additionally, VPIC 

recognizes the added value of executing shareholder rights. 

VPIC has adopted a policy to establish a framework for ESG 

considerations in the management of the assets.  

To efficiently staff the Commission and meet the needs of the 

pension plan, several functions are delegated to investment 

managers, selected using a thorough due diligence process by 

the VPIC. The Commission has operating policies in place, 

with appropriate levels of internal oversight and monitoring, 

to manage these delegated responsibilities and other services 

including proxy voting, accounting, and consulting services.  

This report highlights the VPIC’s approach to prudently 

incorporating ESG factors alongside financial factors, into the 

investment decision making process throughout 2020 and 

2021. In it you will hear from senior leadership and learn 

about the Commission’s approach to sustainable investment. 

More information about our latest sustainable investing 

activities can be found at: 

 VPIC Engagement Activity 

ABOUT THIS REPORT 

https://vpic.vermont.gov/environmental-social-and-governance-initiatives/engagement-activity


 

The VPIC recognizes that the climate crisis has 

the potential to impact all market sectors and 

industry groups as we transition to a less carbon 

intensive world. We remain dedicated to 

sustainable investing initiatives across the 

portfolio in recognition that the global transition 

to a low carbon world will present 

investment risks and opportunities. Specifically, 

we have integrated environmental, social, and 

governance (ESG) factors into our investment decision making processes 

alongside more traditional investment risk/return metrics. We believe this will 

not only produce superior investment returns, but also enable a transition to a 

low-carbon world.  

Over the last several years, we have taken steps including, but not limited to, 

establishing a VPIC ESG Committee to oversee the shareholder rights of VPIC, 

seeding a low-cost index fund focused on investing for a low carbon transition 

with a $200 million investment, and engaging with companies through our 

proxy process to strengthen ESG risk mitigation efforts and disclosures. You 

will find more details on these activities and decisions in this report.  

I believe our integration of ESG factors into our  investment processes and 

using our proxy votes to effect positive change are necessary parts of our 

fiduciary responsibility and will, accordingly, produce a higher quality portfolio 

of assets that can withstand the unforeseen challenges of the future. VPIC will 

continue to address the climate crisis holistically in acknowledgement that the 

global climate crisis creates externalities that are likely to affect all industries. 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas J. Golonka 

VPIC Chair 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 

http://vpic.vermont.gov/sites/vpic/files/documents/ThomasJGolonka_Chair_0.pdf


 

The last two years have seen unprecedented 

challenges with the onset of the coronavirus 

pandemic creating both a global public health 

crises and market dislocation. As fiduciaries of 

the pension plan investments, VPIC designed a 

strategic asset allocation to maximize 

investment returns within prudent levels of risk 

and liquidity. The portfolio weathered the 

downturn and took advantage of several opportunities in the market through 

diligent placement of assets to top quartile investment managers. Through it 

all the Commission maintained its dedication to sustainable investing 

initiatives in recognition of the risks and opportunities created in the market 

by the climate crisis. 

There were many changes and successes for the Commission during this 

time. The Legislature amended the VPIC governing statutes to create its 

successor in Act 75, establishing an independent entity with an expanded 

mission. Through this transition the Commission strengthened its 

commitment to integrating the evaluation of ESG factors into the investment 

process. This report details these activities and decisions.  

As you review the work accomplished over the last two years, I hope you 

recognize the Commission’s consideration of ESG factors alongside 

traditional financial factors in the investment process and how it opens up 

investment opportunities for the portfolio and mitigates risks associated with 

the global climate crisis. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Eric Henry 

Chief Investment Officer 

MESSAGE FROM THE CIO 

https://vpic.vermont.gov/about-us/staff-directory


ESG is a collective term to describe 

environmental, social and governance 

factors whose financial impact is not 

captured by traditional financial 

measures. The categories below 

include a sample of ESG issues that 

may be material to investment 

returns. 

WHAT IS ESG? 

Source: Segal Marco Advisors 



HISTORY OF ESG INVESTING 

1 UN Principles of  Responsible Investment (PRI) is an independent, UN supported proponent for responsible investment by 
investors 
Source: Segal Marco Advisors, Morningstar 

 1 

https://www.unpri.org/about-us/about-the-pri
https://www.unpri.org/about-us/about-the-pri


ESG tips the scale in private 
markets 

VPIC commits $30 million to a private 
equity fund with a  measurable 

sustainability impact as well as top 
quartile historical returns 

VPIC launches Low Carbon 

Transition Readiness Fund 

The VPIC invested $200 million to 

launch the fund with BlackRock 

Becomes PRI signatory 

Seeking assistance in 

furthering its ESG integration 

Revises ESG Policy 

As recommended by 

the VPIC ESG 

Subcommittee, the 

VPIC amended the 

ESG policy to 

expand the framework 

for ESG considerations 

in the management of 

the assets. 

Files its first proxy resolution 

VPIC begins engaging companies 

directly on ESG to preserve the 

long-term value of the holding Adopts an ESG policy 

VPIC adopted its first ESG policy 

in 2013 to memorialize the 

actions it had been taking to 

integrate ESG considerations into 

the investment process 

VPIC adopted an ESG policy in 2013 to articulate the integration of ESG considerations into 

the VPIC investment process. Over time this initiative has evolved to engagement with 

companies, investment managers, vendors, regulators, and industry groups on ESG 

considerations. Through strategic partnerships the Commission has used its voice to help 

move ESG discussions forward. 

OUR ESG JOURNEY 

2013 

2014 

2017 

2019 

2020 

2021 

https://vpic.vermont.gov/investment-overview/investment-policies


1 VPIC ESG Sub-Committee | Office of the State Treasurer (vermonttreasurer.gov)  
2 Investment Policies | Vermont Pension Investment Commission  
3 Committees | Vermont Pension Investment Commission  

VPIC adopted its first ESG policy in 2013 to memorialize the actions it took to integrate ESG 

considerations into the investment process. Over time this initiative has evolved, incorporating 

engagement with companies, investment managers, vendors, regulators, and industry groups 

regarding ESG considerations. The Commission has a voice at the table and through strategic 

partnerships it is amplified to achieve considerable success. 

The VPIC adopted changes to the ESG policy in 2017 after extensive work by a VPIC ESG Subcommittee 

that was supported by the diligent efforts of interested parties, including the Sierra Club, VPIRG, and 

Clean Yield Asset Management1. The Subcommittee was charged to review, analyze and make 

recommendations to the full VPIC on whether divestment from fossil fuels was consistent with the 

VPIC’s fiduciary responsibility. At the conclusion of their work, Treasurer Pearce as Chair of the 

Subcommittee, recommended a 5-point plan to combat climate-related risks in the pension portfolio. 

VPIC adopted the plan and has invested appreciable time and effort over the last five years to integrate 

these recommendations into the investment process of the pension fund. 

Born from the recommendations, the VPIC has developed a multidimensional approach to ESG. 

 The VPIC and the independent investment consultant evaluate, as part of the initial screening 

process, the capabilities to integrate ESG risks and opportunities into the investment process of 

each manager under consideration.  

 Once money has been committed, the Commission conducts ongoing evaluations of each manager 

to ensure they are prudently incorporating ESG factors into their investment decision making 

process alongside other relevant financial and risk factors. The Commission believes that the 

development, disclosure, and reporting of ESG analysis by investment managers equips portfolio 

teams to effectively monitor and mitigate the portfolio’s exposure to ESG-related risks and track 

performance outcomes.  This includes an annual VPIC ESG manager survey assessment. 

 If risks or concerns are identified during the life of the investment, the process calls for direct 

communication with the investment manager or company held in the portfolio. This may progress 

to executing shareholder rights, outreach to regulators or industry groups, strategic partnership 

letter, divestment, or other form of engagement. 

To ensure continued progress toward fulfillment of the 5-point plan and evolution as the ESG 

landscape changes to meet new challenges, the Commission appointed a standing ESG Committee. This 

Committee is charged to “assist the VPIC to fulfill its oversight responsibilities regarding matters that 

relate to adhering to the VPIC Environmental, Social and Governance policy” and to “make 

recommendations to the Commission regarding engagement activities and proxy voting policy 

amendments.”3 

For more details on the progress VPIC has made on the 5-point ESG plan please go to Appendix A. 

EVOLUTION of VPIC ESG INCLUSION 

https://www.vermonttreasurer.gov/content/vpic-esg-sub-committee
https://vpic.vermont.gov/investment-overview/investment-policies
https://vpic.vermont.gov/meetings/committees


• The Commission believes engagement with companies has proven to be effective in changing 

corporate behavior. In acknowledgement the VPIC has adopted an ESG Policy. As technology and 

capabilities evolve to assist investors, the Commission has asked the VPIC ESG Committee to 

draft a Carbon Reduction policy. 

• Data transparency is highly valued by the Commission as fiduciaries of the pension fund. To that 

end, the VPIC invested in a recordkeeping system for the pension which was completed in early 

2022. Staff will work with existing vendors and evaluate others in the industry to employ more 

sophisticated climate risk tracking metrics. This will support the goals of a future Carbon 

Reduction policy. 

• Through engagement with VPIC investment managers it was identified that the private market 

managers incorporate ESG into their investment process and are PRI signatories; however, in 

some markets they do not have the same influence as public equity shareholders to effect 

change. To encourage private market managers to find alternative ways to move portfolio 

companies to sustainable practices, VPIC peers are incorporating contractual language that 

requires the manager to acknowledges the importance of integrating ESG factors into the 

investment process and maintain their PRI signatory status. VPIC will evaluate if this type of 

contractual language might be considered on a case-by-case basis for private market managers.  

• The VPIC ESG Committee will draft a comment letter in support of the monumental proposed 

rule by the SEC for climate change disclosure for  the VPIC’s consideration. 

NEXT STEPS FOR ESG INCLUSION 

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2Ffiles%2F33-11042-fact-sheet.pdf&clen=290781&chunk=true


Per the VPIC ESG policy the Commission incorporates evaluation of ESG 

considerations into the procurement and review procedures for investment 

managers. In coordination with the investment consultant, the Commission 

evaluates each managers’ “ESG policies, processes and systems for identifying 

ESG-related value drivers and managing material ESG-related risks.”1  

Once the investment is made, the Commission conducts ongoing evaluations of 

each manager on a quarterly basis and issues an annual survey to managers to 

evaluate their ESG capabilities and future goals to evolve their investment 

process to address new and existing ESG considerations. If a risk to the long-

term value of the investment  is perceived, the Commission will address the 

concern with the manager to determine a solution. The VPIC executes a long-

term investment strategy consistent with the duration of Retirement System 

liabilities and strives to be a thoughtful, analytical, and patient investor. The 

Commission believes portfolio risk management is a central fiduciary 

responsibility and can be achieved through diligent oversight and engagement 

with investment managers. You can find manager responses to the VPIC ESG 

surveys at this link.2 

MANAGER ASSESSMENT 

18 VPIC Managers investing  

$5.8 billion (97% AUM)  

are signatories of the  

Principles for Responsible 

Investing (PRI)  

1 VPIC ESG Policy, June 27, 2017 

2 Manager Assessment | Vermont Pension Investment Commission  

https://vpic.vermont.gov/manager-assessment
https://vpic.vermont.gov/manager-assessment
https://vpic.vermont.gov/investment-overview/investment-policies
https://vpic.vermont.gov/manager-assessment


VPIC MANAGER SELECTION 

VPIC manager selection is done in coordination with an independent investment 

consultant to evaluate the ability of each prospective investment manager to 

integrate traditional financial factors, as well as ESG-related value drivers and risks 

into the investment process. This includes all ESG policies, processes, and systems. 

VPIC does not directly invest in securities, so it is imperative each manager 

delegated this responsibility is thoroughly vetted. 

 

VPIC explicitly addressed ESG considerations  

in all of the 22 investment manager searches  
it conducted since amending the VPIC ESG Policy in 

June 2017 

VPIC terminated an international equity managers in 2020 after VPIC lost confidence in 

the manager’s ability to outperform its benchmark and integrate ESG factors into its 

investment process. VPIC evaluated the existing international equity managers in the VPIC 

portfolio to receive additional funds from the termination. In mid-2020, VPIC approved 

the transfer of funds to Acadian after thorough analysis determined the manager had a 

strong performance track record and a long history of ESG integration. The firm was the 

first quantitative equity manager to be a signatory to the UN PRI in 2009 and is an 

industry leader on quantitative ESG integration. The firm continues to invest in research of 

ESG factors that indicate changes in long-term company 

value for the firm’s proprietary, quantitative model. 

“Acadian International Equity Search Evaluation”, February 2020. 
“Vermont Pension Investment Committee Acadian Presentation”, June 23, 2020  

https://vpic.vermont.gov/investment-overview/investment-policies
https://vermonttreasurer.exavault.com/share/view/2oyad-56kbm1bv/2020/02252020
https://vermonttreasurer.exavault.com/share/view/21o1p-6jt8rtfr


Integration of ESG into the Investment Process 

The investment manager engaged a retail 

company in 2020 to discuss supply chain 

management practices. The company had 

taken steps beginning in 2016 after identifying this as a key issue for their operations. 

First they set “standards and mechanisms to address any potential human rights 

issues” to address the social-side of the supply chain. Once that was in place they set 

“multiple goals for sustainable sourcing as well as a goal for its suppliers to have their 

own sustainability plans and targets” to address the environmental impact. Artisan 

identified a unique strength in the company’s process where they include both the 

company’s buyers and the sustainability team in conversations with the suppliers. This 

way a clear, united message is delivered about price and sourcing expectations. In 

addition, the company worked to coordinate with other retailers who use the same 

suppliers to create a “unified audit program” to reduce audit fatigue for suppliers. 

Audits are also prioritized around the historical track record of suppliers, so those in 

need of improvement are audited more frequently. 

Source: “Annual Sustainability Report 2020”, Artisan Partners Growth Team 

The manager negotiated a secured private loan to a 

subprime used auto lender who promotes financial 

inclusion by providing responsible, affordable financing to 

underserved borrowers. This social impact mission allows 

the company to be the only subprime auto lender certified 

by the US Department of Treasury as a Community Development Financing Institution 

(CDFI). The company developed a proprietary system to score borrowers who have little 

to no credit history and do not qualify for a traditional bank loan. Given this proprietary 

system and their CDFI certification, the company can 

offer lower risk-adjusted rates to borrowers at lower 

gross margins than its competitors. During the pandemic 

traditional bank warehouse lenders retreated from 

financing the subprime auto sector, so Kennedy Lewis 

was well positioned to negotiate a secured private loan 

to support the company’s expansion. 

https://www.artisanpartners.com/content/dam/documents/insights/vr/Artisan-Partners-Growth-Team-Annual-Sustainability-Report-2020-vR.pdf


VPIC Best Practice: Annual Manager Surveys  

We Identify Market Challenges  

& Discuss With VPIC Managers 

How They Can Become Leaders 

We Notify Managers where they are 

Outliers and Need Improvement 

Private funds are 20%  
of Total VPIC Assets 

Private funds are 80%  
of Total VPIC Assets 



INVESTING IN THE TRANSITION TO A 

LOW-CARBON ECOMONY 



Investors across the globe have led the 

sustainable and ESG-focused investment shift, 

demonstrated by the chart noting a 42% increase 

in ESG incorporation in US domiciled investment 

funds from 2018 to 2020. Publicly traded 

companies are responding with 

acknowledgement of risks posed by the energy 

transition and negotiating with shareholders 

through engagement to institute better policies 

and disclosure to demonstrate their 

preparedness for the low carbon transition 

globally. VPIC has seeded a fund to evaluate the 

success of lowering carbon intensity within a 

portfolio without divesting from fossil fuel companies. The fund has successfully reduced the 

carbon emissions from fossil fuel reserves by 54% and the carbon intensity of the portfolio by 

50%. SASB, one of the leading sustainability reporting frameworks, found that 89 percent of the 

1200 largest global companies (S&P Global 1200) are significantly affected in some way by climate 

risk.3  In acknowledgment of this and other research supporting this conclusion, VPIC believes 

climate risk will affect the majority of 

sectors and to exclude one or two is too 

simplistic to mitigate the risk associated 

with climate change and carries a higher 

opportunity cost. Engaging portfolio 

companies and investing in best in class 

managers incorporating these risks into 

their investment process is a more 

effective path forward to mitigating 

climate risks in the VPIC portfolio. 

1 US SIF Foundation, “Report on US Sustainable and Impact Investing Trends”, November 2020 
2 Represents the potential carbon emissions of the coal, oil and gas reserves owned by a company. Figures in MtCO2. Source: Data from MSCI 
ESG Research and aggregated by BlackRock, using holdings as of 1/31/2022, with 99.4% of portfolio holdings, 99.8% of benchmark constituents 
covered by MSCI ESG Research. 
3 “Sustainability Accounting Standards Board Climate Risk Technical Bulletin”, 2021 Edition 

1 2 

BR LCTR Fund 

SPOTLIGHT:  
WHY VPIC INVESTS IN THE TRANSITION 

1 

https://www.ussif.org/files/Trends%20Report%202020%20Executive%20Summary.pdf
https://www.sasb.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Climate-Risk-Technical-Bulletin2021-042821.pdf


SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS 



THE IMPACT OF A SEAT AT THE TABLE 

5 

1 Chevron Form 8-K, May 26, 2021 
2 “Climate Change resilience”, October 2021 
3 “BP Makes Triple Net-Zero Pledge”, February 8, 2022 
4 Duke Energy Press Release, February 9, 2022 
5 “Duke Energy Eyeing Coal Phaseout by 2035”, February 17, 2022 

Duke Energy Chief Sustainability Officer: 
 

“As one of America’s largest electric and gas utilities, we 

and many of our stakeholders share the view that we 

can take a leadership role in tackling the greenhouse gas 

emissions associated with our business and value chain…

Achieving this vision will require us to transition to low
- and zero-emissions fuel sources....” 

4 

60% of shareholders supported a Scope 3 emissions reduction 
proposal in 20211. The Lead Board Director responded: 
 

“When we meet with investors and other stakeholders, 

Chevron’s approach to climate change and the energy transition is 

an important part of the dialogue...the level of support for 
climate-related proposals indicated investors’ expectations for 

additional information and action. ”2 

4 
“Embedded within 

Duke Energy is a top 
10 U.S. renewable 
energy company.”5 

 

Duke Energy Corp. Chair, 

President & CEO 

“We are accelerating the greening of BP.”3 
CEO Bernard Looney 

 

“Investor engagement also helped BP raise its net-zero goals.” 
Bruce Duguid Head of Stewardship, EOS at Federated Hermes/ Climate Action 100+ 

https://www.chevron.com/-/media/chevron/stories/documents/chevron-2021-shareholder-proposal-voting-results.pdf
https://www.chevron.com/-/media/chevron/sustainability/documents/2021-climate-change-resilience-report.pdf
https://www.pionline.com/esg/bp-makes-triple-net-zero-pledge
https://news.duke-energy.com/releases/duke-energy-expands-clean-energy-action-plan
https://www.powermag.com/duke-energy-eyeing-coal-phaseout-by-2035/


PROXY VOTING 

An equity shareholder of a company is allowed to vote on resolutions pertinent to the 

operations of the firm without being in physical attendance at the annual general 

meeting of the company through proxy voting. The shareholder designates their voting 

preference on the proxy card and then designates someone else, typically the company’s 

management, to vote their shares per the proxy card as the directive. 

The VPIC votes its proxies in line with the VPIC approved International Proxy Voting Policy 

and Domestic Proxy Voting Policy, respectively. Each vote is cast by the VPIC ESG 

consultant, Segal Marco. The proxy policies are reviewed annually by the Commission and 

were last amended on November 19, 2019. During the calendar year 2021, the VPIC 

voted at 1,224 company meetings on 16,328 proxy ballot proposals. Of the votes cast 

42% were at US companies. 3% of the proposals were filed by shareholders, of which 

VPIC voted in favor of 81%. In contrast, VPIC voted for management proposals 49% of the 

time in accordance with the proxy policies. 

Source: Segal Marco Advisors 

Overall Investor Climate Change Outcomes 



Lead investor 

on 45% of 

VPIC company 

engagements  Achieved 

agreements for 

withdrawal with 

20% of the 

firms 

CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT 

VPIC aims through direct dialogue with companies to communicate its expectations of 

management as a shareholder and allows Vermont to join with other, larger institutional 

investors of similar mind, to have an outsized influence relative to the plan’s size. One 

area of focus for VPIC is to promote the disclosure and reporting of sustainable business 

practices consistent with industry-recognized guidelines, such as those developed by the 

Value Reporting Foundation, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD), as well as targets set forth by the Paris Climate Agreement. The Commission is 

committed to a long-term process of constructive engagement with companies to address 

ESG concerns and preserve the long-term value of the shares. The Commission works 

within strategic partnerships to use its voice to bring about change, as well as promote 

progress within industry groups globally. 

Continued the 

dialogue with 

3 firms from 

2021 to 2022 
*Engagements for 2021-2022 proxy seasons 



Call to Action! 

The 2021 proxy season applied the successes from 2020, and 

gained momentum. 29% of shareholder proposals globally 

were withdrawn after positive agreements with companies 

were secured through direct engagement, up from 15% in 2020. 

This was especially true for social & environmental proposals 

that saw withdrawal rates of 46% and 62% respectively. 

Companies supported proposals on the ballot too, in an effort to 

demonstrate their energy transition preparedness, dedication 

to workplace diversity, support for racial justice, among others. 

Where companies fell short to support proposals, shareholders 

made their voices heard with a significant number of majority 

votes. Find summaries of the season for each focus area within. 

Source: “Shareholder Proposal Developments During the 2021 Proxy Season, Gibson Dunn, August 19, 2021 

https://www.gibsondunn.com/shareholder-proposal-developments-during-the-2021-proxy-season/


Sources: 2021 Proxy Season Review, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance, August 5, 2021 

Significant Momentum 
Year-over-Year 

https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2021/08/05/2021-proxy-season-review


Year Company Resolution Topic 
Shareholder % 

In Favor 
VPIC  

Participation 
Additional 

Information  

2021 Facebook, Inc. Independent Board Chair 16.1% Co-Filed Item 5 

Excluding internally held shares the resolution received 51.9% support from independent shareholders 

2021 AbbVie, Inc. Independent Board Chair 28.4% Co-Filed Item 6 

A slight gain in support from 27.5% to 28.4%. A meeting with Company leadership continued the dialogue from the prior year 
about the future leadership structure of the firm 

2021 Amazon Alternative Director Candidate 17.5% Co-Filed Item 10 

A slight increase in support from 15.2% to 17.5%. This was newly introduced in 2020 and it takes time to build support and 
awareness among proxy advisors, asset owners, and investment managers. 

2021 ExxonMobil Independent Board Chair 22.1% Co-Filed Item 4 

VPIC met with the company’s leadership to discuss the impact the increased responsibility of the independent chair had on 
the Board since its implementation in 2019 and other next steps toward independence of the CEO & Board Chair 

2021 Prosperity Bancshares Board Diversity Withdrawn Lead   

The firm agreed to implement the request of the proposal after several meetings between VPIC and Company leadership 

2021 Hess Carbon Asset Risk Withdrawn Lead   

The Company agreed to implement the spirit of the resolution and continue the dialogue with VPIC to further address its non-
routine flaring intensity 

2021 Activision Blizzard Pay Parity Withdrawn Lead   

The firm agreed to implement the request of the proposal after several meetings between VPIC and Company leadership 

2022 Exxon Independent Board Chair 
Technical  

Withdrawal 
Lead   

Due to a change in SEC shareholder proposal rules, the prior year vote did not meet the threshold for re-submission 

2022 AbbVie Independent Board Chair Pending Vote Co-Filed   

2022 Amazon Alternative Director Candidate Pending Vote Co-Filed   

2022 Facebook, Inc. Independent Board Chair Pending Vote Co-Filed   

2022 Masimo Board Diversity Withdrawn Lead   

The Company agreed to implement the request of the proposal and amend their governance documents 

2022 JNJ Adjusted GAAP Disclosure Pending Vote Lead 
Exempt 

Solicitation 1 

2022 Veeva Systems Board Diversity Withdrawn Lead   

The Company took action to increase underrepresented communities to the Board and agreed to disclose the gender and 
race of Board membership in a matrix format within the proxy statement  

2022 Tradeweb Markets Board Diversity Pending Vote Lead   

2022 CenterPoint Energy Adjusted GAAP Disclosure Withdrawn Lead   

The Company agreed to provide a reconciliation of the adjusted GAAP metrics in the appendix of the proxy statement 

VPIC Engagement Outcomes 

1 An Exempt Solicitation under Rule 14a-2(b)(1) of the Exchange Act, allows shareholders to express their views beyond the limitations of the proxy statement. 

https://sec.report/Document/0001326801-20-000037/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1551152/000104746920001710/a2241076zdef14a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1018724/000110465921050333/tm2035374-1_def14a.htm#tSHPR
https://corporate.exxonmobil.com/-/media/Global/Files/investor-relations/annual-meeting-materials/proxy-materials/2021-Proxy-Statement.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0000200406/000121465922004616/b331229px14a6g.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0000200406/000121465922004616/b331229px14a6g.htm


Environmental 
Environmentally focused engagement enables VPIC to address 

risks associated with the climate crisis, energy management, 

emissions capture, among other considerations.  



Three of the biggest domestic oil and gas companies were successful in requesting reporting on the 

financial impact of the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Net Zero 2050 Scenario: Chevron (60.7%), 

ConocoPhillips (59.3%), Phillips 66 (80.3%). So far in the 2022 proxy season, 57 similar proposals 

have been filed at US firms. Last year 10 of these resolutions came to a vote with an average 

support of 59%, up from 25% in 2017. 

Encouraged by a need to ensure the company was not expending capital in a way counter to the 

public climate position of the company, shareholders supported proposals requesting disclosure of 

lobbying and political spending activities at the firm: Exxon Mobil (63.8%), Norfolk Southern 

(76.4%), Duke Energy (51.9%), among others. This comes after considerable support in 2020: 

Chevron (53.5%), Alaska Air Group (52.3%), and others.  

To earn shareholder trust, companies demonstrated their willingness to be held accountable by 

supporting shareholder proposals acknowledging the risks of climate change. At Bunge the board 

supported a deforestation proposal that received 98.9% support at the vote. When companies 

advised against this type of proposal shareholders showed: Bloomin’ Brands (76.2% ). General 

Electric’s board supported a proposal to disclose climate change transition planning (98%), and 

again where corporate leadership advised against supporting the measure shareholders made their 

voices heard: Booking Holdings (56.5%). This builds on the success of the 2020 season where we 

saw similar support levels: Dollar Tree (73.5%), JB Hunt Transport Services (54.5%), Ovintiv (56.4%).  

A new proposal came onto the scene in 2021 requesting an annual shareholder advisory vote on 

climate action plans (“Say on Climate”). Moody’s and S&P Global supported the request and held 

votes that received over 90% support at their firms. Other companies saw significant shareholder 

support for this first time resolution: Charter Communications (39%), Union Pacific (31.6%), and 

Booking Holdings (37.5%). Generally proxy votes build support over several years, but levels 

reaching over a third of shareholders is a meaningful signal to companies. 

Source: 2021 Proxy Season Review, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance, August 5, 2021 

https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2021/08/05/2021-proxy-season-review


Source: “2021 Corporate Governance Report”, Segal Marco Advisors 

“The D.E.Shaw Group Welcomes ExxonMobil’s Annoucnement, March 1, 2021 

“How Exxon Lost a Board Battle With a Small Hedge Fund”, New York Times, May 28, 2021 

Hess Corporation Press Release, July 21, 2021 

In a monumental action, investors rejected the 

Company’s call for a slow energy transition by 

electing three activist investor nominees with energy 

experience to the Board. A third of the Board is comprised of activist nominees:  

• Gregory Goff, retired Executive Vice Chairman of Marathon Petroleum 

• Kaisa Hietala, past EVP of renewable products at oil refiner Neste Oyj 

• Alexander Karsner, a Sr. Strategist at Google X & founder/former CEO of Manifest Energy 

Exxon in response to a proposal by D.E. Shaw, appointed Jeffrey Ubben & Michael 

Angelakis, who have financial experience. After years of climate mis-messaging, poor 

returns, cash flow mismanagement, and poorly timed investments in shale and natural 

gas, investors sought a new perspective to renew their confidence in the Board. At just 

$150 million, Engine No.1 took on the $250 billion domestic energy giant and created 

the most spectacular shake-up of the proxy season! 

VPIC & the Minnesota State Board of 

Investment engaged Hess after the 

company didn’t restate its flaring 

intensity target in 2020. The company 

reduced its intensity from 2014-2020 by 59%, surpassing the 

50% target. The proposal requested the Board report on if 

and how it will curtail its impact on climate change from 

routine flaring beyond existing efforts. We recommended 

time-bound goals, committing to the World Bank’s “Zero 

Routine Flaring by 2030” initiative, and validating flaring data 

with a third-party audit. The proposal was withdrawn after 

the Board agreed to inclusion of a Bakken flaring reduction 

metric as part of their 2021 annual incentive plan, tying 

executive compensation to the EHS and climate change goals. 

VPIC continued to engage with the Hess and its peers. In 

January 2021, the Company announced it joined the World 

Bank’s flaring initiative and  set a target to eliminate routine 

flaring from operations by 2025. 

“2022 marks an 

inflection point in the 

execution of our 

strategy…while at the 

same time maintain 

our industry 

leadership in 

environmental, social, 

and governance 

consensus disclosure.” 
 

John B. Hess  

4Q2021 Earnings Call 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210301005559/en/The-D.-E.-Shaw-Group-Welcomes-ExxonMobil%E2%80%99s-Announcements
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/28/business/energy-environment/exxon-engine-board.html
https://investors.hess.com/news-releases/news-release-details/hess-corporation-sets-new-emission-reduction-targets
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4481865-hess-corporation-hes-ceo-john-hess-on-q4-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4481865-hess-corporation-hes-ceo-john-hess-on-q4-2021-results-earnings-call-transcript


Over 20% of the world’s 2,000 largest public 

companies have committed to net zero emissions, 

representing annual sales of $14 trillion1 

Apple commit to carbon neutrality by 2030 

Transitioning to an all-electric fleet by 2035, net 
zero emissions by 2040 

Mexican-based cement company committed to 
delivering net zero CO2 concrete by 2050 

Net zero emissions by 2050 by investing $11.5 
billion to electrify its nameplate vehicles 

Investing $12B to develop climate-focused 
technology to help themselves & others achieve net 
zero 

Cutting oil and gas production by 40% over the next 
decade to help meet its net zero emissions goals by 
2050 

Ambition for net zero GHG emissions by 2050
2

 

1 Segal Marco Advisors 
2 ExxonMobil Press Release, January 18, 2022 

https://corporate.exxonmobil.com/News/Newsroom/News-releases/2022/0118_ExxonMobil-announces-ambition-for-net-zero-greenhouse-gas-emissions-by-2050


Social 

Societally focused engagement enables VPIC to address 

risks associated with the human capital management, “just 

transition” of the workforce to a low carbon economy, 

workplace diversity and safety, among other considerations. 



Social issues gained considerable attention in the wake of George Floyd and the COVID-19 pandemic 

in 2021. Issues ranged from topics of racial justice to workplace diversity and many received 

considerable shareholder support. 

Shareholders called on companies to evaluate their business practices in a racial equity audit. 

Several companies agreed to comply and issue the reports, including CoreCivic, Blackrock, Morgan 

Stanley, and State Street. Other companies’ leadership teams did not support the measure and the 

votes received meaningful support from shareholder: Amazon (44.2%), JPMorgan Chase (40.5%), 

Citigroup (38.6%), Goldman Sachs (31.3%), among others.  

Noteworthy is the push for more data on workplace diversity. Proposals called on companies to 

publicly disclose their Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)-1 reports that are required under the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Human Capital Management Coalition, an asset owner coalition that 

VPIC is a member, has engaged companies and regulators on this topic. In July 2020 the New York 

City Retirement System led a successful campaign at S&P 100 companies requesting EEO-1 data 

disclosure. 60% of the 67 companies engaged agreed to the proposal’s request. At the end of 2021, 

around 81% of S&P 100 companies release, or have committed to do so. This is up 61% from the 

start of the campaign. Two of the largest global shareholders, SSgA and BlackRock, announced 

willingness to vote against directors to hold companies accountable, citing EEO-1 disclosure as a 

priority to advance DEI measures at companies. In the 2021 proxy season all three proposals that 

went to a vote received significant support: Charter Communications (40.7%), DuPont de Nemours 

(83.8%), Union Pacific (86.4%). The campaign has shifted to Russell 1000 companies where 66% of 

companies are disclosing some form of workforce data, a 34% increase since January 2021.  

However, only 11% disclose EEO-1 reports as of September 2021. 

Sources: “Comptroller Stringer, NYC Funds Escalate Campaign Calling on Major Companies to Publicly Disclose Workforce De-
mographics”, December 10, 2020  
“Just Over Half of the Largest U.S. Companies Share Workforce Diversity Data as Calls for Transparency from Investors and Regulators 
Grow”,  JUST Capital  
2021 Proxy Season Review, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance, August 5, 2021 
“State Street Global Advisors pushes portfolio companies for race disclosures”, August 27, 2020 
“Workplace Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion”, As You Sow 

https://comptroller.nyc.gov/newsroom/comptroller-stringer-nyc-funds-escalate-campaign-calling-on-major-companies-to-publicly-disclose-workforce-demographics/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/newsroom/comptroller-stringer-nyc-funds-escalate-campaign-calling-on-major-companies-to-publicly-disclose-workforce-demographics/
https://justcapital.com/reports/share-of-largest-us-companies-disclosing-race-and-ethnicity-data-rises/
https://justcapital.com/reports/share-of-largest-us-companies-disclosing-race-and-ethnicity-data-rises/
https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2021/08/05/2021-proxy-season-review
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/state-street-global-advisors-pushes-portfolio-companies-for-race-disclosures-60113423
https://www.asyousow.org/our-work/social-justice/workplace-equity/


2 

A survey of 1,115 US adults found that 82% say large companies have a 

responsibility to cultivate a diverse and inclusive workplace.1   

 

Data transparency allows shareholders to hold companies accountable. 

1 “Survey Analysis”, February 16, 2022 

2 “Just Over Half of the Largest U.S. Companies Share Workforce Diversity Data as Calls for Transparency from Investors and Regulators Grow”, JUST 
Capital, February 6, 2022  

https://justcapital.com/reports/americans-want-transparency-on-esg-and-federal-requirements/
https://justcapital.com/reports/share-of-largest-us-companies-disclosing-race-and-ethnicity-data-rises/
https://justcapital.com/reports/share-of-largest-us-companies-disclosing-race-and-ethnicity-data-rises/


On average the 20 most diverse companies in the S&P 500 Index have 

better operating results and generally outperform the least-diverse 

firms, as concluded in a 2019 WSJ report. 1 

1 “The Business Case for More Diversity”, WSJ, October 26, 2019  
2 “Delivering through Diversity”, McKinsey & Company, January 18, 2018 

A 2017 McKinsey study found companies with more women and minorities on their executive 

teams were more likely to experience above-average profitability, although women and 

minorities remain underrepresented. Creating a distribution of companies found those in the 

top quartile were: 

• 21% more likely to outperform than the bottom quartile based on gender diversity 

• 33% more likely to outperform than the bottom quartile based on ethnic diversity 

Chart Notes: a) Financial Performance and profitability based on average earnings-before-interest-and-taxes (EBIT) margin for the period 2011-15 
b) Results are statistically significant at p-value <0.05 

Likelihood of financial performance above national industry median (%) 

2 

2 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-business-case-for-more-diversity-11572091200
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/delivering-through-diversity


1 “Members of UNITE HERE Set Standard in Contract with Marriott”, December 17, 2018 

VPIC engaged Marriott as a shareholder and UBS as an investor in the 

Trumbull Property Fund regarding labor relations. Concerns were brought to 

the attention of the Commission in 2018 that long-term shareholder value in 

Marriott could be diminished by poor labor relations with the Unite HERE 

workers. VPIC expressed its desire to ensure fair process to which hotel 

workers could decide whether to unionize without fear or intimidation. UBS, as manager 

of the fund VPIC invests, wrote to VPIC confirming they are fully supportive of Hotel 

employees’ right to unionize in a fair process conducted in accordance with the National 

Labor Relations Act and other laws governing these matters. The firm further requires all 

managers of their properties to act in accordance with a long-standing Responsible 

Contractor Policy to ensure managers act responsibly and pay their employees fair wages 

and fair benefits. Marriott who employed the workers at the hotel property owned by the 

UBS Trumbull Property Fund, successfully completed contract negotiations with the Unite 

HERE workers in December 2018. The deal was seen as a blueprint for collective 

bargaining going forward that includes workers right to provide input on discussions 

regarding technological updates like automated check-ins.1  

Several Treasurers, led by Vermont State Treasurer Elizabeth Pearce, sent 

a letter to a large real estate asset manager to encourage the Company to 

evaluate their human capital management practices and alignment of 

interests with fund investors. The group of treasurers and asset owners 

met with several hotel workers of the large real estate manager’s properties to 

discuss recall rights, customer experience, among other topics critical to long-term 

shareholder value at the properties. The asset manager responded with a letter 

indicating they have in place a Responsible Contractor Policy, which requires 

contracting in accordance with industry standards and that all workers and 

contractors perform work under safe conditions and receive fair wages and benefits 

per their fiduciary obligations. At hotel assets where management is outsourced to 

operators, the asset manager provides guidelines to ensure a safe and positive work 

environment.  

https://m.usw.org/blog/2018/members-of-unite-here-set-standard-in-contract-with-marriott


Governance 
VPIC addresses governance-related considerations, such 

as Board composition, leadership accountability, 

alignment of compensation with performance, among 

other considerations. 



The VPIC, as a member of a range of strategic partnerships, addresses governance 

considerations with companies: 30 Percent Coalition, Northeastern Investors Diversity 

Initiative (NIDI), Investors for Opioid and Pharmaceutical Accountability (IOPA), Majority 

Action, Say on Pay Working Group, Council of Institutional Investors (CII), among others. 

During the 2021 proxy season there was considerable momentum by investors to hold 

Board Directors accountable for failure to act on risks, be it climate-related, workplace 

safety, or other. Large index fund managers, such as SSgA and Blackrock, as well as public 

pensions, vocalized a willingness to hold Directors accountable who demonstrated failures 

to address material risks on environmental and social considerations. What previously was 

an affirmation of Directors with votes heavily favoring management appointees, is now 

being used by shareholders to hold Directors accountable. The unprecedented Exxon vote 

in 2021 exemplified this shift. Shareholders unseated three management nominees with 

many stating their concern for the firm’s lack of preparedness for a low carbon transition. 

Board Diversity saw considerable support in the 2021 proxy season. The 30 Percent 

Coalition, through its “Adopt a Company” campaign launched in 2012, has engaged 517 

companies who have appointed a woman to the board, many for the first time. In 2021, 

the partnership, along with NIDI and Midwestern Investors Diversity Initiative (MIDI) 

engaged more than 250 companies with 65 appointing a woman for the first time and 62 

appointing a second woman to their board. Shareholder votes also supported this 

measure signaling to companies that they view this as a risk to long-term value of the 

shares: Badger Meter (85.4%), First Community Bankshares (70.6%), First Solar (91.2%). Of 

the 28 resolutions filed on board diversity in 2021, 22 were withdrawn after an agreement 

was reached, including the discussion VPIC led at Prosperity Bancshares. 

Sources:2021 Proxy Season Review, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance, August 5, 2021 
“Over 500 Companies Engaged by the Thirty Percent Coalition Since 2012 Named a Woman to Their Boards”, 2021 

https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2021/08/05/2021-proxy-season-review
https://30percentcoalition.org/news/coalition-news/over-500-companies-engaged-by-the-thirty-percent-coalition-since-2012-named-a-woman-to-their-boards


85% of Fortune 100 companies are comprised 

of over 30% female or minority Directors. This 

figure has doubled since 2004.1 

1 Missing Pieces Report: The Board Diversity Census | Deloitte US  
2 “Gender Diversity and Corporate Performance”, Credit Suisse, August 2012  

“...stocks with greater gender diversity on their boards… 
tend to perform best when markets are falling, deliver 
higher average ROEs through the cycle, exhibit less volatility 
in earnings and typically have lower gearing ratios.”2 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/center-for-board-effectiveness/articles/missing-pieces-report-board-diversity.html
C:/Users/Laptop/Downloads/csri-gender-diversity-and-corporate-performance.pdf


VPIC supports increased Board diversity through direct corporate 
engagement and several strategic partnerships, including the 30 
Percent Coalition, Russell 3000 Board Diversity Disclosure 
Initiative, and the Northeastern Investor Diversity Initiative (NIDI). 
Please find a few detailed below. 

To support more diversity in the Boardroom, the VPIC 

joined the “Russell 3000 Diversity Disclosure Initiative” in 

2020, led by the Illinois Treasury. The coalition sent a one-

way letter urging companies in the Russell 3000 Index to 

disclose the makeup of their Board Directors. In November 

2020, the Illinois Treasury in collaboration with ISS 

assessed all 3000 companies using the ISS dataset of Board 

composition to determine disclosure quality. The study 

found 90% of companies do not disclose nor report to ISS 

on their Board composition.1 The coalition of 22 members 

with $3 trillion assets under management and advisement 

sent a follow-up letter in 2021 to the companies based on 

their disclosure level, with a note that failure to disclose 

race/ethnicity data in the proxy may prompt investors to 

vote against nominating committees.  

VPIC amended its domestic proxy voting policy in 2021 to 

vote against nominating committees where there exists a 

“lack of disclosure by companies to enable shareholders to 

determine whether the composition of the board is 

sufficiently diverse in terms of race and gender.” Segal 

Marco is working with ISS to evaluate companies on this 

measure for the proxy voting season.  

1 Michael W. Frerichs - Illinois State Treasurer: Russell 3000 

Board Diversity Disclosure Initiative (illinoistreasurer.gov)  

Strategic Partnership 

VPIC filed a shareholder 

proposal at Prosperity 

Bancshares requesting they 

adopt a policy for improving board diversity by 

requiring the initial list of candidates that new 

management supported director nominees are 

chosen by the Nominating and Corporate 

Governance Committee include, but need not be 

limited to, qualified women and minority 

candidates. After discussing the proposal with the 

company they agreed to amend the Corporate 

Governance Guidelines to include qualified women 

and minority candidates in the pool from which it 

selects candidates for new management supported 

director nominees.  

VPIC is engaging 3 companies on Board diversity in 

the 2022 proxy season: Tradeweb Markets, Veeva 

Systems, and Masimo. 

https://www.illinoistreasurer.gov/Financial_Institutions/Equity,_Diversity__Inclusion/Russell_3000_Board_Diversity_Disclosure_Initiative
https://www.illinoistreasurer.gov/Financial_Institutions/Equity,_Diversity__Inclusion/Russell_3000_Board_Diversity_Disclosure_Initiative


REGULATORY OUTREACH 

1  “Methane: A crucial Opportunity in the Climate Fight”, Environmental Defense Fund 
2 “Major Investors Demand Ambitious Methane Regulations in the US”, Ceres, May 12, 2021 
3 ”How Cutting Methane Emissions can Move the Needle on Climate Change”, Council on Foreign Relations, May 21, 2021 
4 “EPA Proposes New Source Performance Standards Updates, Emissions Guidelines to Reduce Methane & Other Harmful Pollution from the Oil & 
Natural Gas Industry”, EPA, November 2, 2021 
5 Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES) Letter to Congressional Leadership, February 9, 2022  

“...ambitious climate action is a 

business imperative.”5 

Stated by major US steel, automotive, 
manufacturing, utility, and tech industry 
leaders, in a letter to Congressional 
Leadership organized by the Center for Climate 
& Energy Solutions on February 9, 2022. 

“At least 25% of today’s warming is driven by methane from human 

actions. One of the largest methane sources is the oil and gas industry. ”1 

May 2021, VPIC joined 167 oil & gas industry investors, together managing $6.23 trillion in assets, to 
call on the Biden administration to revise the Methane and Flaring regulations for the oil & gas 
industry. Methane emissions from the oil & gas industry expel greenhouse gases that are 84 times 
more powerful than carbon dioxide in its first two decades after release.2 Reducing methane emissions 
by 50% in the next decade would prevent a 0.3°C rise in the average global temperature.3 

November 2, 2021, the EPA announced a proposed rule to reduce methane emissions from new and 
existing source in the oil & gas industry. Per the EPA it “will expand and strengthen emissions 
reduction requirements that are currently on the books...and would require states to reduce methane 
emissions from hundred of thousands of existing sources nationwide for the first time.”4 The EPA 
proposal comment period ended January 31, 2022. 

The SEC proposed a rule on climate change 

disclosures for publicly traded companies on March 

21, 2022. The proposed rules would standardize 

climate-related disclosures so analysis of these risks 

and opportunities can be done more efficiently. The 

VPIC ESG Committee is working to draft a comment 

letter in support of the proposed rules by the SEC 

for climate change disclosure for  the VPIC’s 

consideration. Vermont has a history of supporting 

this measure after Treasurer Spaulding joined a 

group of institutional investors to petition the SEC in 

2007 to issue interpretive guidance to clarify that 

climate-related information is material and must be 

disclosed. This group, among others, petitioned the 

SEC again in 2009, which led to an SEC ruling in 

2010 requiring environmental risks be disclosed by 

publicly traded companies; however, these 

disclosures were deemed inconsistent and the 2022 

rule would help streamline and clarify climate-

related disclosures in a meaningful way. 

https://www.edf.org/climate/methane-crucial-opportunity-climate-fight
https://www.ceres.org/news-center/press-releases/major-investors-demand-ambitious-methane-regulations
https://www.cfr.org/in-brief/how-cutting-methane-emissions-can-move-needle-climate-change
https://www.epa.gov/controlling-air-pollution-oil-and-natural-gas-industry/epa-proposes-new-source-performance
https://www.epa.gov/controlling-air-pollution-oil-and-natural-gas-industry/epa-proposes-new-source-performance
https://www.c2es.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/02.09.22.BBB_.CompanyLetter.pdf
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2Ffiles%2F33-11042-fact-sheet.pdf&clen=290781&chunk=true
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2Ffiles%2F33-11042-fact-sheet.pdf&clen=290781&chunk=true


2017 VPIC 5-POINT PLAN 

Appendix A 

Photo Credit: Lennihan, Mark. “‘Fearless Girl’ Statue to Stay in Financial District (for Now)” by Liam Stack, March 27, 2017. The New York 

Times, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/27/nyregion/fearless-girl-statue-de-blasio.html  



The VPIC ESG policy should be revised to include: “When conducting an investment manager 

search, the investment consultant shall require each prospective investment manager to 

disclose, in addition to its proposed investment guidelines and practices for investment 

selection, its ESG polices, processes and systems for identifying ESG-related value drivers and 

managing material ESG-related risks, to the extent the same may be applicable.” 

The VPIC ESG Policy was amended on June 27, 2017 to incorporate 

this recommended language. As a result, the Commission has worked 

to ensure ESG factors are addressed in each of the searches. The 

amendment has led to more robust discussion by the Commission 

with each of the prospective managers on their ESG capabilities. 

POINT #1 

Manager  

Spotlight 

Since implementation  

VPIC has addressed ESG considerations  

in each of 22 searches  
across 43 investment managers  

The VPIC completed a private equity manager search in 

March 2020. Neuberger Berman was awarded the 

commitment after the VPIC conducted thorough due 

diligence on the manager’s financial and ESG capabilities and 

policies. The fund manager is considered an industry leader 

for ESG integration in private equity. The firm supports 

industry integration of ESG through participation in groups 

like the PRI Private Equity Advisory Committee that they 

served on until January 1, 2022, promotion for industry 

leadership diversity through the Thirty Percent Coalition, as 

well as support for improved reporting standards by 

endorsing the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 

("SASB") and the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 

Disclosures ("TCFD") reporting frameworks.  

https://www.unpri.org/private-equity/new-members-added-to-the-private-equity-advisory-committee/9269.article
https://www.30percentcoalition.org/
https://www.sasb.org/
https://www.sasb.org/
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/


Explore the possibility of creating a new passive investment vehicle seeded by VPIC and 

consistent with the VPIC ESG policy. Pursue this and explore the possibility of working with 

other institutional investors in a collaborative effort to identify potential low cost, passive 

investment vehicles and low-carbon opportunities, consistent with existing manager selection 

processes. 

VPIC invested $200 million in a global, low-cost index fund 

positioned to optimize for a low carbon transition 

POINT #2 

The Fund provides exposure to 

companies within the MSCI World 

Index that are well-positioned to 

maximize opportunities and 

minimize risks associated with a 

transition to a low carbon economy 

relative to other companies in the 

Index, whilst also providing a risk/

return profile reflecting the Index. 

   Benchmark   Portfolio 

1 

1 Represents the potential carbon emissions of the coal, oil and gas reserves owned by a company. Figures in MtCO2. Source: Data from 
MSCI ESG Research and aggregated by BlackRock, using holdings as of 1/31/2022, with 99.4% of portfolio holdings, 99.8% of benchmark 
constituents covered by MSCI ESG Research. 
 

2 Represents the estimated greenhouse gas emissions per $1 million in sales. Figures in t/$M sales. For further details regarding MSCI's 
methodology, see https://www.msci.com/index-carbon-footprint-metrics. Source: Data from MSCI ESG Research and aggregated by 
BlackRock, using holdings as of 1/31/2022, with 99.4% of portfolio holdings, 99.8% of benchmark constituents covered by MSCI ESG 

The BlackRock Global 

Sustainable Investment 

team, due to the poor 

risk/return profile of 

the sectors, screens out 

oil sands, thermal coal, 

tobacco, firearms, and 

controversial weapons. 



Work with the VPIC investment consultant to identify investment opportunities that facilitate a 

transition to a low-carbon economy and are consistent with the VPIC ESG Policy. 

$12.3 million has been invested by VPIC in private companies 

that facilitate a transition to a low-carbon economy 

POINT #3 

The VPIC committed $30 million, to be drawn over several years, to a 

Global Food and Agriculture Technology Fund that invests across life 

sciences, health and nutrition, food production and the post-harvest supply 

chain. The Fund aims to invest in companies that among other goals reduce the environmental impact of 

farming, improve supply chain sustainability and efficiency, and work to reduce carbon emissions from 

agriculture. The fund has an ESG commitment to provide a measurable impact across key areas of 

sustainability and a competitive risk-adjusted return. Pontifax partnered with BuildESG, a specialized ESG 

advisor, to support the development of their multi-year ESG program. As part of the investment due 

diligence process, the manager assesses each investment opportunity against an ESG screen that is based on 

a reporting framework that integrates the UN Sustainable Development Goals. The Manager is a UN PRI 

Signatory, which commits them to including ESG factors in investment decision making and ownership. 

Below lists a few of the Fund II investments VPIC’s investment in the Fund has been used toward. 

Source: Pontifax AgTech 



Work with third-party vendors to review the feasibility of developing reporting tools on ESG 

factors to further monitoring efforts of the pension fund.  

VPIC has budgeted annually for ESG monitoring and reporting services and 
has invested into a recordkeeping system that can more accurately capture 
the Fund’s investment exposures to public companies on a more timely basis. 

POINT #4 

To improve recordkeeping data quality and 

transparency, the VPIC conducted a public 

search for services. They awarded the mandate to Matrix IDM, LLC to develop 

back office investment recordkeeping solution to assist VPIC in the monitoring 

and analysis of its investments more efficiently, among other services. The 

Commission will feed the output into Bloomberg to utilize its ESG reporting 

and monitoring tools, including those that report based on the TCFD 

framework. VPIC anticipates completion of this project in the summer 2022. 

Below is a representative reporting example of a Fund in the portfolio.  

Source: Bloomberg 



Continue a dialogue with investment managers on climate change and ESG issues and prepare 

periodic updates.  

The VPIC issues an ESG survey to its managers to assess their integration 
of ESG considerations into their investment processes and leadership 
within their given industry (Appendix D). VPIC engages its managers 
after evaluating and grading their responses. In addition, VPIC managers 
are assessed during periodic diligence meetings with Staff, as well as the 
investment consultant , who then provide updates to the Commission . 

POINT #5 

1 “Nuveen Cited for Global Excellence in Climate Reporting”, October 5, 2020  

A distribution of VPIC managers’ PRI signatory grades 

based on the “Strategy and Governance” assessment.   

97% of VPIC managers, as a percentage of assets under 

management, are signatories to the UN PRI. 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nuveen-cited-for-global-excellence-in-climate-reporting-301145904.html


Appendix B 

ESG Partnerships/Member Organizations 



A leader in corporate engagement and research in all three 
ESG issue areas, having the support of the United Nations 
Environment Programme Finance Initiative and United 

Nations Global Compact. VPIC became a signatory in 2019 to provide an 
efficient reporting and evaluation platform comparing the Commission’s 
work to global peers, as well as granting access to a sophisticated, global 
network of institutional investors working on Environmental, Social, and 
Governance (ESG) topic areas. 

A non-profit organization that coordinates and supports 

the work of investors and stakeholders in engaging 

with companies, policy makers, and other market 

players on issues related to environmental sustainability, human rights, 

corporate governance, and policy. Additionally, Ceres provides members 

with trainings, pertinent news updates, and research briefings. VPIC 

engages several industry groups through focused coalitions organized by 

Ceres to promotes best practices and transparency, such as the Carbon Asset 

Risk group that engages the oil and gas industry. Ceres leads the Investor 

Network on Climate Risk and Sustainability, a coalition of Ceres members 

of which Vermont was a founding member. INCR has since evolved into a 

network of over 200 institutional investors representing more than $47 

trillion in assets, pooling their collective efforts for joint action on climate 

risk and sustainability. INCR has evolved to represent the North American 

presence in the Climate Action 100+, as well as participating as a founding 

Network Partner on other efforts such as The Investor Agenda, the Paris 

Aligned Investment Initiative, and the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative. 

A five-year initiative to achieve the goals of the Paris 

Climate Agreement through shareholder engagement with 

companies contributing most to greenhouse gas emissions 

globally. The coalition brings together 615 investors 

globally with $65 trillion in assets to coordinate and focus engagement 

efforts, including Ceres and the PRI. 

https://www.unpri.org/


A non-profit, non-partisan organization 
that assists institutional investors on 
engagement initiatives. VPIC has worked 

with Majority Action to address the goal of net zero emissions by 2050 
with utility companies. 

A group of 20 institutional investors advocating for 

reasonable executive compensation policies among 

U.S. firms. Segal Marco Advisors and the AFL-

CIO Office of Investment co-lead the initiative. The group, comprised 

primarily of public and multiemployer pension funds, view excessive CEO 

pay: as a driver of income inequality; an indicator of an overly beholden 

board of directors; and a barrier to growth when it dampens morale and 

career opportunities for the work force. On an annual basis, the group 

convenes to discuss policies and strategies for corporate engagement on 

the issues.  

A group of investors 

collaboratively engaging with pharmaceutical companies on financial, 

legal, and reputational risks presented by the opioid crisis that could 

diminish long-term shareholder value. The investor group has 67 members 

with $4.2 trillion in assets. 

Council of Institutional Investors (CII) is an association of 

pension and other employee benefit funds, foundations, and 

endowments that promotes the interests of US institutional 

investors. Its membership has an aggregate asset base of $4 

trillion. This group also includes associate members that include non-US 

asset owners and asset managers. CII allows VPIC to stay current on 

corporate governance trends and issues, as well as leverage CII’s 

collective voice on pending legislation and regulation to advocate for the 

preservation of shareholder rights.  



Engages with companies, investors, and other market 

participants to understand and improve how human 

capital management contributes to creation and protection 

of long-term shareholder value. To this end the group 

seeks to elevate the topic with Boards of Directors, 

request disclosure of metrics for more transparency, and 

encourage best practices within each industry to enhance long-term 

shareholder value. The Coalition is led by the UAW Retiree Medical 

Benefits Trust and has 35 institutional investors with $6.6 trillion in assets.  

Investor Alliance for Human Rights is a collective action 

network designed to facilitate investor and stakeholder 

engagement on labor and human rights issues with companies. 

The group encourages corporate due diligence on human 

rights and labor issues in both operations and supply chain 

management to preserve and enhance long-term shareholder value and 

protect the health of workers while managing legal, reputational, and 

financial risks associated with working conditions. 

Focuses on small to mid-cap 

companies with a large presence in 

the Northeast that lack Board 

diversity. This group will engage 

regional companies that have a low percentage of women or no directors self

-identifying as a member of a minority group. The group consists of 

institutional investors from the Northeast and is led by the Connecticut State 

Treasurer’s Office.  



Appendix C 

VPIC ESG Survey Responses 

Access the Responses at 
https://vpic.vermont.gov/manager-assessment 

https://vpic.vermont.gov/manager-assessment

